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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
DEBORAH TAVARES Blockbuster Audio Interview – This is the Aug. 8th, 2013 show
with DEBORAH TAVARES where she discusses critical world events and actions
against humanity. Deborah will explore some of the ways depopulation may occur and
how some of the things we are exposed to may be used against us as weapons. Don’t
miss today’s show to hear about an extraordinary document from NASA!
Listen at (start at 8:08):
http://archives2013.gcnlive.com/Archives2013/aug13/PowerHour/0814131.mp3=
Associated Websites:
www.RefuseSmartMeters.com

www.ToxicSky.org
www.ToxicDrinkingWater.org
http://www.antennasearch.com/
Water Purification go to: https://propurusa.com/ProOneD_Filters_Systems.html

<<Click on

<<Information from the White House
website The MAP - the end of "free will" as we have known it . . Information from the
White House website . . . THIS IS REAL www.StopTheCrime.net The image (Map) is
from the White House website and the technologies and methodologies are described in
the NASA - Future of War Circa 2001 and additional comments are contributed by Dr.
A. True Ott . . .We are continuing with further investigation on this and if you know
anyone that can contribute please contact us . .
Comments that follow are from Dr.A True Ott You know what the NASA War document outlines. You know the "silent weapon"
document. I know the DIGITAL GWEN signals - and I know without a doubt the specific
harmonics needed for mass mind control.
Do you know what the "X-Factor" to their pulsed ELF (extra-low-frequency) mind control
happens to be? Something called NEGATIVE OXYGEN IONS. Let me try to sum up
in 6th grade language. The oxygen we breath is composed of two oxygen molecules
bound together. If the oxygen molecule is stripped of electrons, it becomes

POSITIVELY charged. Conversely, if there are EXTRA electrons attached to the
oxygen, it becomes NEGATIVELY charged. STUDY after STUDY after STUDY on this
(largely by DARPA, Stanford Research Institute (SRI) and CIA MK Ultra) during the 60's
and 70's showed that humans breathing negative oxygen ions have markedly better
cognitive reasoning skills, are much less likely to be mind-controlled on a massive
scale, and more importantly - are much more physically healthy. Negatively-charged
oxygen ions are vitally important for healthy humans.
Now you must understand that the PRIMARY SOURCE of negative oxygen ion
GENERATION is the seashore. The waves of the salty surf crashing onto the coastline
rocks and sand 24/7 generate MASSIVE NEGATIVE IONS OF OXYGEN - which in turn
supplies the entire nation with what can best be described as "good vibrations" (sorry
Beach Boys!) Prevailing winds then circulate the negatively charged oxygen ions
throughout the nation.
What strikes me immediately is the fact that these DIGITAL WAVE SIGNALS as shown
on the map, are specifically only heavily concentrated along America's coastlines, and
nowhere else. It appears to me as if TPTB are seeking to electromagnetically strip
electrons from the air. I can see no other reason for this, frankly. The net result will, to
me, simply result in a much more chemically depressed national population - and viola a much more easily mind-controlled nation.
http://stopthecrime.net/mind.html
Play the video at: www.StopTheCrime.net
EXTINCTION Plan for Humanity DEPLOYED - Silent Weapon System
Watch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfG9zljgFh0&feature=youtu.be
The U.S. Governments "Secret" Crime of Organized Stalking and Electronic
Torture Against American Citizens . . .
posted on StopTheCrime.net. . .
Learn About the Mind Control and Torturous Electronic Targeting of Individuals . . . this
is Body and Brain Rape!
Our reality is NOT what we Think . . . we have been manipulated by FEAR - Massive
Media Propaganda and a subverted educational system by an Agenda that has been
Hiding in Plain Site . .
Keep in mind that AMERICA is no longer under the Constitution or rule of law. .
AMERICA is U.S.A, Inc. controlled by international bankers and mega corporations that
are posing as a legitimate government and are not . . So one must ask WHY are the
targeted victims asking the president to HELP them? (as you will read in the link below)
The president is a "puppet" controlled by the international banking cartel and is
committing these crimes as dictated by the bankers and the military industrial complex .
Mission Accomplished. . now Earth, Inc. - Slavery and Genocide Programs - no morals,
no ethics, no mercy . .
To validate what has just been said please read the "Silent Weapons Quiet Wars" which
is the international bankers policy for slavery and genocide. War has been declared by
the bankers against all global citizens . . .The bankers tell us whenever you have a few
wealthy groups in a position of great power and who are able to manipulate global

economies without the consent of the people a state of war has been declared by the
groups with the power against the people . . . A Declaration of War using a silent
weapons system has been implemented against the masses - against us . . .
http://groupstalkingbyindians.blogspot.com/2013/07/letter-published-to-obama-on.html
It is important to realize that we must all learn the facts about what is happening to
many fellow countrymen and women - and rather than labeling them CRAZY
understand that these programs of stalking, electronic torture, mind control,
surveillance, etc. are REAL - and these programs are in FULL operation . . Read the
"Matrix Deciphered" by Robert Duncan and investigate for yourselves the technologies
and military operations now under the silent weapons system . .
Go to StopTheCrime.net - to the mind control link to learn more and read the "Silent
Weapons Quiet Wars" . . .and take a look at the "NASA WAR Plan" . . .
FEMA Preparing For The Worst In Region 3- Why? (Video)
By Susan Duclos
Well this is pretty creepy. According to a notice sent by Senator Sheldon R. Songstad,
Ret. of South Dakota State and published with a video entitled "Emergency Fema
Region 3 Alert!!!," the government obviously believes something big is coming.
Region three includes, DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV.
The copied email alert, in full, below:
Emergency Fema Region 3 Alert!!!
FEMA Region III: DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 6:43 AM
Subject: National update from Sheldon: Senator Sheldon R. Songstad, Ret. of South
Dakota State
A few nights ago Donald Trump was with Greta on Fox News. He told her something
BIG was going to happen, most likely starting the first week of October. He could say
NOTHING ELSE at this time.
HERE IS WHAT WHAT THE SENATORS NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS RESEARCH
TURNED UP...
FEMA purchase orders for over $14.2 million for MREs and heater meals to be
delivered to Region III by October 1st.
FEMA purchase orders for 22 million pouches of emergency water to be delivered
to region III by October 1st.
FEMA purchase orders for $13.6 million for MREs and heater meals to be
delivered to Austin by October 1st.
Nine-week training course for UN Peacekeepers in CONUS to learn Urban
Warfare, English, and US weapons systems beginning 4th week of July for
386,000 troops to be completed by October 1st.
$11 million in antibiotics to be delivered to FEMA region III by October 1st
ordered by CDC.
World Health Organization held second emergency meeting in its history to discuss
MERS Coronavirus. Determined a vaccine MUST be in place by October 1st.
2800 MRAPs must be delivered to DHS by October 1st.
No leave will be allowed for US military from September 28th thru November 5th.
NORCOMM yearly training for civil unrest suspended until September 27th. To be

performed in northeast coastal areas.
All DHS agents MUST qualify with sidearm, shotgun and AR 15 by September
28th.
Sporadic testing of GPS and Communications satellites is coordinated for the first time
with a testing date of September 29th.
POTUS mandates to FEMA and DHS concerning support for metropolitan communities
dealing with the extreme climate change MUST be complete by October 1st. These
mandates were issued during the last three weeks.
Over 300 school systems in the US have determined they need three-day kits for each
school AND three-day kits for each student to take with them. All deliveries are
scheduled for the month of September.
All National Guard units will complete riot control and disaster assistance
training during this year’s annual two week training. All units MUST have their
training complete by September 30th.
Daily testing of the Emergency Broadcast System to begin on September 25th and run
thru October 2nd.
Eastern-based Coast Guard units to perform massive group training, usually performed
in the Gulf, in the Virginia and Delaware areas. This is a 10-day training mission to
begin September 26th.
"GOD, PLEASE HELP AMERICA"
Sheldon R. Songstad
Senator Retired: South Dakota State
http://wwwwakeupamericans-spree.blogspot.com/2013/08/fema-preparing-for-worst-inregion-3.html#.UhAPVBYxn8s
Elite Underground Tunnels & Cities Completely Stocked As Of March 2013
Monday, August 12, 2013--Back in March of 2013, Beforeitsnews carried this story
confirming that there are indeed underground cities beneath America and that they were
being ‘stocked up’, as confirmed by a truck driver, also in this video. These tunnels and
cities stretch from Area 51 to the Denver International Airport (NWO home base), from
Maine to Washington DC (now we know what they were ‘building’ under the White
House). This compilation video explores all the proof that we now have that the ‘elite’
are preparing for ‘something big’ and that their ‘underground bunker systems’ were
completely stocked up as of March 2013. With talk of impending ‘doom’ ranging from
economic collapse to an approaching 2nd Sun and a pole shift on our sun, there’s a
wide range of disasters they might be
preparing for.
Are these machines causing all of the
sinkholes and unexplained loud
‘booms’ across the country as the
Earth beneath our surface is
displaced?

How does the Denver International
Airport fit into all of this? Will the DIA really be the next capitol of the United States and
if so, what does that mean for our collective future?
This map below purports to
be from Majestic 12 showing
the US governments
underground bunker and
tunnel system on the
Western half of America. Is
this real or some kind of a
hoax?

http://beforeitsnews.com/survival/2013/08/elite-underground-tunnels-cities-completelystocked-as-of-march-2013-2484370.html

